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maximise the profitability
of your business.
With pressure to deliver valuations faster whilst continuing to
meet professional obligations an increasing number of surveyors
are reviewing how best to operate their commercial property
valuations service.
This presents a significant opportunity for valuers who can balance speed with both achieving a
high quality, consistent output; but it is by no means a straightforward task. Valuations processes
are typically weighed down by heavy administration and, as one of the industry’s more traditional
workflows, are yet to realise the maximum benefit of progressive, timesaving technology.

A traditional workflow burdened with heavy
administration and compliance
A great deal of time is spent during the investigation
phase of a valuation on scouring multiple data sources
to pull together more detailed research on an asset,
inspecting the location and providing the necessary
property analysis for interpretation.
Valuation reports can also run from anything from
20 to 100 pages and cost dozens of person hours
during the reporting phase, too. Once produced,
the report requires peer approval before it reaches
the client, after which it is stored in a case file as per
industry best practice.
The need to have a file full of evidence that is well
organised and easily accessible has now become
a vital element to protect valuers’ business and
reputation. For the majority of surveyors, much of this
lengthy work happens on cumbersome spreadsheets
and word documents, with files saved in multiple
locations and paperwork stored in basements.

their unique professional expertise to help clients as
well as grow their own valuations business.
The Impact of Emerging Technologies on the Surveying
Profession RICS report by Remit Consulting found that:
“Surveyors are multi-skilled professionals with
each specialism sharing basic tasks with other
disciplines. With 88% of these tasks being suitable
for automation via emerging technologies, we can
expect to see far-reaching changes in our profession
in the next few years.
“These changes will bring both challenges and
opportunities. Surveying practitioners that adapt
their approach and utilise the new technologies will
be able to bring added value to their clients through
increased efficiencies.”

Valuation surveyors are now considering the role
technology can play in automating these basic but
labour intensive tasks. Like many areas of practice,
valuation surveyors are seeking to focus more on using

An increase in surveyor-focussed workflow technology
Investor interest in proptech has shown no signs
of slowing down in 2017. Speaking to EG in October
2017, Faisal Butt, co-founder of venture capitalist
Pi Labs suggested that some of the next major tech
wins will be found in workflow-type solutions.
“People often ask me where proptech disruption
will come from. My vision for the near future is that
the end-to-end property transaction process is up
for grabs… and the challengers will be looking
to not only make it a teeny bit better, they are
targeting step-change improvement, and in some
cases, a complete transformation, of the existing
way of doing things.”
Brett White, chairman and chief executive of
Cushman & Wakefield comments that tech adoption

can help surveyors focus on client value - the key to
their business success:
“With the pace of change in the world today, we
have to remain quick and agile to deliver value to
our customers. We favour new organisational models
that leverage strategic partnerships and reject our
industry’s convention to self-perform every aspect
of the value chain” he told EG in September 2017.
“By partnering with some of the best and brightest
minds in real estate technology, our partners
succeed, and our clients succeed.”

Workflow solutions do not
replace the irreplaceable;
they complement them
The Impact of Emerging Technologies on the
Surveying Profession also suggests automation is
likely to be especially disruptive in the areas of lease
management, valuations and property asset and
facilities management.
Importantly for valuers, it predicts that changes will
be seen through an increase in the consistency,
transparency and timeliness of transactions and in
the accuracy and timeliness of reporting.
The report concludes:
“While the availability of technology does not mean
wholesale adoption, higher levels of efficiency and
reduced costs that can be driven by their use make
it highly likely that some functions within surveying
will be heavily impacted.
“These technologies will also be available to
clients and their expectation will be that surveyors
will be able to add value using those tools.
However, a lesson from history is that the
mechanisation of one job does not necessarily
mean that it disappears completely.”
So what does this mean specifically for valuers?
The RICS report also highlights that automation has
long been in existence in the valuations workspace:
“Automated Valuation Models (AVM) have been
available in parts of the real estate industry for twenty
years or more, particularly in the residential sector.
“As data in all sectors improves in accuracy and
granularity, it is likely that AVMs will make the
transition to commercial sectors particularly for initial
valuations, e.g. as part of a filtering process.
“The only real barrier to wholesale adoption of
AVM technology becomes the ability to indemnify
the model as opposed to the individual valuer.”

Of course, the ability to not just manually crossreference the facts, but also add necessary context,
highlights the critical role of the valuer. Therefore,
the tech question for commercial valuations is
not ‘how can automated technology replace
the irreplaceable?’, but perhaps more ‘how can
technology work side-by-side with surveyors in
a highly complex workflow?
And for valuation surveyors, this means finding a
workflow solution that finds the necessary balance
between fast production and report integrity.
The recent RICS report on The Future of Valuations
recommends embracing technology to meet
changing client demand:
“Valuers who can deliver at speed will improve the
client experience and are likely to receive more
business, but questions remain on how to continue
to ensure quality, accuracy and meeting regulatory
compliance with less time available. Digitisation and
other technological developments are likely to help
speed up the valuation process.”
Speed, agility and adding unique client value have
never been so relevant to the valuations process,
but of course, it is important that the integrity of the
report isn’t compromised just to satisfy client demand.
So can technology not only help a valuer produce
a valuation report faster and complement their
workflow, but can it also provide an advanced level
of quality management and ensure that compliance
standards are met?

Combining document automation with powerful
data to maximise commercial valuations profitability
EG has been working directly with valuation
surveyors to solve these questions and have
developed a workflow solution that does just that.
By combining an ADA (Automated Document Assembly)
system with the comprehensive real estate data collated
by EG over more than 20 years, we have been able
to create a web-based platform that reduces the time
it takes to produce a physical valuations report and
ensures a robust, quality-managed output.
This not only reduces the operational cost of
producing a valuations report, but it also means
surveyors can focus more on the value add of the
valuations process and on growing their business.
Valuations360 does this by placing EG data alongside
surveyors’ own and automates the production and
storage of a branded, evidence-detailed report.

Valuers can then focus on providing commentary
and critical notes, while technology does the
rest. Valuations360 auto-populates and formats a
surveyor’s report, all while creating their business’
own centralised database of valuations intelligence
and case history.
Chris Fleetwood, senior director of technology
at EG, commented:
“As the trusted data intelligence partner of the real
estate industry, EG was one of the first proptech
pioneers launching EGi in 1996.
“Our unique relationship with the industry allows us
to capitalise on our data and technical strengths to
deliver quality management, workflow solutions that
truly prioritise the needs of real estate surveyors and
maximise their profitability.”

Without valuations360

With valuations360

Site Visits

Waste time typing up hand-written notes
back at the office and uploading and
resizing photos to fit the report

Quickly upload notes and photos straight into the
online report from wherever you are in a few simple
clicks. Valuations360 reformats your entries for you

Research

Struggle to find relevant comparable
evidence with no easy way of storing and
sharing information with colleagues

Instantly access more than 650,000 independently
researched comparables and build your own private
database of validated data to share with your team

Report Writing

Manually produce occasionally
inconsistent and incorrect reports
through general administration errors

Streamline report production using automated
document assembly (ADA) to pre-populate
responses, auto-format evidence and embed
instructions for compiling the report

Review

Lose sight of the review process
as emails are sent with no clear,
trackable audit trail

Visibly improve risk management by sending and
tracking reviews online and recording comments
within the valuation

Archive

Spend hours collecting, filing and
printing case files and even more
time accessing historic jobs

Simply create an archive case file in a single click.
Evidence will be automatically filed in a logical
and easily accessible order

Valuations360 features include your own centralised database of valuations intelligence, smartphone
site visit upload, custom-branded ‘smart reports’, online peer review, job management and
centralised archiving. You can find out more about these and their benefits online at
www.egi.co.uk/eg-valuations360/ or by calling the valuations360 team on 0207 911 1797.
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